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a b s t r a c t
Excitation energy transfer (EET) is crucial in photosynthetic light harvesting, and quantum coherence has
been recently proven to be a ubiquitous phenomenon in photosynthetic EET. In this work, we derive a
coherent modiﬁed Redﬁeld theory (CMRT) that generalizes the modiﬁed Redﬁeld theory to treat coherence dynamics. We apply the CMRT method to simulate the EET in a dimer system and compare the
results with those obtained from numerically exact path integral calculations. The comparison shows
that CMRT provides excellent computational efﬁciency and accuracy within a large EET parameter space.
Furthermore, we simulate the EET dynamics in the FMO complex at 77 K using CMRT. The results show
pronounced non-Markovian effects and long-lasting coherences in the ultrafast EET, in excellent
agreement with calculations using the hierarchy equation of motion approach. In summary, we have
successfully developed a simple yet powerful framework for coherent EET dynamics in photosynthetic
systems and organic materials.
Ó 2014 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Excitation energy transfer (EET) is a crucial process in
photosynthetic light harvesting. The near unity efﬁciency of photosynthetic EET from the antenna to the reaction center ensures the
success of energy collections in light reactions, and thus enables
the subsequent sugar-production reactions that support life forms
on earth [1,2]. In addition to natural photosynthesis, EET also
occurs in synthetic photosensitive molecules and conjugate polymers, which are potential materials for energy applications.
Because of the importance and ubiquity of EET, its mechanism
and accurate dynamical simulations have become an intriguing
subject to scientists for decades [3,4]. Recent ultrafast timeresolved spectroscopic experiments revealing the existence of
long-lived quantum coherence in photosynthetic complexes and
conjugated polymer systems have been a major breakthrough in
this ﬁeld [5–8]. Although the signiﬁcance of coherent EET in photosynthetic efﬁciency remains controversial, these experiments
clearly demonstrate that conventional theories for EET can not
adequately describe ultrafast (<picosecond time scale) transfer
dynamics that are commonly observed in photosynthesis and bulk
organic optoelectronic materials.
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The major difﬁculty in describing coherent EET in molecular
aggregate systems is how to appropriately treat the electronic coupling between the pigments and the exciton–phonon coupling
between the excitations and their surrounding environments in a
balanced way. A number of new frameworks employing various
techniques, such as polaron transformation [9–12], quantum–classical hybrid methods [13–15], and non-perturbative approaches
[16–25], have been suggested recently. In this study we turn to
the modiﬁed Redﬁeld theory [26,27], which has been applied to
describe population dynamics and spectra of many photosynthetic
systems. Unlike the conventional Redﬁeld theory, the modiﬁed
Redﬁeld theory treats only the off-diagonal part of the exciton–
phonon coupling matrix as the perturbation. As a result, it correctly
and smoothly interpolates between the Förster and the Redﬁeld
theories at their respective limits [27,28]. Thus, the modiﬁed Redﬁeld theory has been a popular tool in studies of light harvesting
EET [29,28,3,30]. Recently, Novoderezhkin and van Grondelle have
comprehensively evaluated the validity of the modiﬁed Redﬁeld
theory by benchmarking it against other theoretical methods
[28,4] and by applying it to ﬁt experimental data [31,29,32]. They
conclude that a combination of modiﬁed Redﬁeld approach and
generalized Förster theory [33] yields excellent simulations of
EET dynamics in photosynthetic systems [32]. Despite its
popularity in photosynthetic EET, the modiﬁed Redﬁeld theory
cannot be applied to model coherent EET since coherence dynamics are neglected fully. Therefore, recently revealed coherent EET
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phenomena in natural photosynthetic systems can not be
described by the conventional modiﬁed Redﬁeld theory.
Previously, Golosov and Reichmen have proposed a pure
dephasing reference system (PDRS) master equation that in
essence is the full quantum master equation in the same basis of
the modiﬁed Redﬁeld theory [34,35]. The PDRS approach was
shown to provide excellent results in a broad parameter space of
the electron transfer problem, however, the complicated equation
of motion made its application to large multichromophoric photosynthetic systems a formidable task.
In this work, we aim to derive a simple yet powerful quantum
master equation based on the framework of the modiﬁed Redﬁeld
approach. This coherent modiﬁed Redﬁeld theory (CMRT) allows
the description of coherent EET dynamics as well as time-resolved
spectroscopic signals that depend on the coherences. Additionally,
to capture non-equilibrium bath relaxation effects, we do not apply
the Markovian approximation, and thus the dissipation tensor is
kept time-dependent. We also consider a generalized form of lineshape functions that enables the treatment of correlated-bath
effects. Furthermore, we present the applications of this new
framework, with comparisons to numerically exact methods. We
explore the properties of CMRT in a simple two-site system and
compare the results with those obtained from the quasi-adiabatic
propagator path integral (QUAPI) approach. Finally, we compare
our simulation of EET dynamics in the Fenna–Matthews–Olson
complex with the exact results from the reduced hierarchy equation approach to show the effectiveness of the CMRT approach
for coherent EET dynamics in photosynthetic systems.
2. Theoretical method
In order to develop a general theory for EET we adopted the
modiﬁed Redﬁeld theory [26] and extended it to treat coherent
evolution of excitonic systems. In this section we describe the
derivation of the CMRT equation of motion.
2.1. Model Hamiltonian
In this study, we employ the Frenkel exciton Hamiltonian to
describe photoexcitations of a molecular aggregate with N sites.
Written in the electronic eigenbasis (the so called exciton basis),
the Hamiltonian reads (
h ¼ 1):

H ¼ He þ Hph þ Heph ;
He ¼

N
X

ea jaihaj;

ð1Þ

a¼1

Hph ¼

X

xi byi bi ;

ð2Þ

i

Heph ¼

N
X

a;b



N
X

jaihbj 

N X


X
y
can cb
n g ni xi bi þ bi
n¼1

i

jaihbj  ðHeph Þab ;

the phonon coordinate in the excited state, which also deﬁnes the
P P
site reorganization energy kn ¼ i n g 2ni xi . Finally, basis transforP
mation from the site basis to the exciton basis yields the Nn can cbn
factor, which can be considered as the overlap between exciton
wavefunctions jai and jbi.
The main idea behind the modiﬁed Redﬁeld theory [26] is to
partition the Hamiltonian into a zeroth-order Hamiltonian including the diagonal ﬂuctuations in the exciton basis:

H0 ¼ He þ Hph þ

N
X

jaihaj  ðHeph Þaa

a¼1

and a perturbation part:

V¼

N
X
jaihbj  ðHeph Þab :

a–b

Speciﬁcally, the diagonal part of Heph (Eq. (3)) is included in the
zeroth-order Hamiltonian while the perturbation part includes
only the off-diagonal part of Heph . By treating the diagonal part
of Heph nonperturbatively, bath reorganizations and pure dephasing are treated exactly in this formalism. Moreover, multi-phonon
effects are included [27,28]. Base on the same partitioning of the
zeroth-order Hamiltonian, we derive a coherent modiﬁed Redﬁeld
theory for coherent EET dynamics.
2.2. Quantum master equation
The modiﬁed Redﬁeld theory was derived with a diagonal projection operator, which omits the coherence part of the density
matrix and only considers the population transfer between exciton
states [26,27]. Given that recent experimental and theoretical studies have shown coherent EET dynamics in natural photosynthetic
complexes and organic conjugated polymers, it is highly desirable
to extend the modiﬁed Redﬁeld theory to treat coherent dynamics.
To this end, we start from a general time-local quantum master
equation that is derived using a second-order cumulant expansion
technique with respect to a perturbation V [36,37]. The quantum
master equation written in the interaction picture of H0 is

r_ I ðtÞ ¼ 

Z

t

dsTrB

0





V I ðtÞ; V I ðsÞ; rI ðtÞ  qeq
;
b

where V I ðtÞ is deﬁned in the interaction picture of H0 , i.e.
V I ðtÞ ¼ eiH0 t VðtÞeiH0 t . Note that to derive Eq. (4), we have assumed a
eq
bHph
product-state initial condition, qð0Þ ¼ rð0Þqeq
=Z
b , where qb ¼ e
is the equilibrium density matrix of the bath. This assumption is justiﬁed with photoinduced EET processes. Additionally, we also neglect
the ﬁrst-order average of the perturbation, i.e. hVi in the perturbation.
This greatly simpliﬁes the equation of motion, however, it can not be
easily justiﬁed. In this work we perform numerical simulations to
demonstrate that neglecting the ﬁrst-order term does not contribute
to signiﬁcant error in a broad parameter regime.
In the Schrödinger picture, the reduced density matrix is calculated by



ð3Þ

a;b

where jai denotes the ath exciton state, which is a delocalized linP
ear combination of site excitations, jai ¼ Nn can jni. In addition, ea
y
denotes the excitation energy of jai; bi (bi ) is the creation (annihilation) operator of the ith phonon mode, xi is the frequency of the
phonon mode, and g ni is the exciton–phonon coupling constant
between the localized electronic excitation on site n and the ith
phonon mode. Note that we do not limit ourself to localized phonon
modes, so general correlated baths are described in this model. The
exciton–phonon coupling constant is related to the displacement of

ð4Þ



y
rðtÞ ¼ TrB U 0 ðtÞrI ðtÞqeq
b U 0 ðtÞ :

Note that U 0 ðtÞ can not be simply separated into a system part
and a bath part. Because the diagonal exciton–phonon coupling
term contains both system and bath operators, the partial trace
has to be taken after solving U 0 ðtÞrI ðtÞU y0 ðtÞ. Formally, the equation
of motion for the reduced density matrix is



r_ ðtÞ ¼ iTrB H0 ; rðtÞ  qeq
b


Z



t

TrB f½V; ½VðsÞ; rðtÞ  qeq gds

0

¼ r_ ðcohÞ ðtÞ þ r_ ðdissÞ ðtÞ:

ð5Þ
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In Eq. (5), we separate the time evolution of the reduced density
matrix into a coherent part driven by H0 and a dissipative part containing V. In the following we will discuss these two parts separately.

2.2.2. Dissipation
The second term in Eq. (5) describes the dissipative dynamics:

r_ ðdissÞ ðtÞ ¼ 
2.2.1. Coherent dynamics
The coherent part in Eq. (5) describes the excitonic coherent
evolution and the pure dephasing of the density matrix in the exciton basis. To describe the coherent evolution, we consider the time
evolution of rðtÞ driven by the zeroth order Hamiltonian H0 :



n

o

bb

aa

ð6Þ

In Eq. (6), the ﬁrst term describes the coherent evolution driven
by the exciton Hamiltonian, and the second term yields the pure
dephasing of the coherences. The pure dephasing is caused by exciton energy ﬂuctuations induced by the diagonal exciton–phonon
couplings, and this contribution is unique to the CMRT theory. Note
ðcohÞ
that the rab ðtÞ term does not contribute to the population
dynamics when a ¼ b (population terms). After evaluating the
thermal average with displacement operators and take the derivative in time, we obtain

h

i

r_ ab ðtÞ ¼ iðea  eb Þt  Rpd
ab ðtÞ rab ðtÞ;

ð7Þ

where the pure-dephasing rate Rpd ðtÞ is deﬁned as



¼ Re g_ aaaa ðtÞ þ g_ bbbb ðtÞ  2g_ aabb ðtÞ


þ iIm g_ aaaa ðtÞ  g_ bbbb ðtÞ ;

0

dt 1

Z
0

t1

D
E
elph
dt 2 Helph
ab ðt 1 ÞHcd ðt 2 Þ :

r_

¼

X



Cdb;ac þ Cca;bd  dbd

cd

c d
can cb
n cm cm

Z

1

dx

X

X

f

f

Caf ;f c  dac

C

!

bf ;f d

rcd ðtÞ;

¼

Z

t

ds V ab V cd ðsÞ :

ð14Þ

0

In Eq. (14), V ab ðsÞ ¼ hajVðsÞjbi. In general, from Eq. (12) the
full Redﬁeld tensor can be calculated in the modiﬁed Redﬁeld representation. However, to reach a simple equation of motion, we
employ the secular approximation, and consider only population
transfer and dephasing of coherences. Here, non-secular terms
could affect the dynamics, but a detailed analysis of these issues
would be out of the scope of this paper. Given the success of modiﬁed Redﬁeld theory in describing photosynthetic EET, we believe
the current secular approach provides an effective and useful
approximation. Under the approximation, we require a ¼ b; c ¼ d,
or a – b; c ¼ a; d ¼ b, which lead to the population transfer and
the dephasing processes, respectively.
Population Transfer (a ¼ b; c ¼ d):
The population transfer term in the CMRT is the same as that in
the modiﬁed Redﬁeld theory. Therefore,

X


Rac rcc ðtÞ  Rca raa ðtÞ :

ð15Þ

The transfer rate from jbi state to jai state is given by

Rab ðtÞ ¼ 2  Re

Z

t

ds V ba V ab ðsÞ :

ð16Þ

Eq. (16) can be evaluated to yield:

Rab ðtÞ ¼ 2  Re

Z

t
0

dsF b ðsÞAa ðsÞX ab ðsÞ;

ð17Þ

where

Aa ðtÞ ¼ eiea tgaaaa ðtÞ ;


ð10Þ

J nm ðxÞ

0

þi½sinðxtÞ  xt 

Cab;cd ¼

ð9Þ

Note that the spectral density is site-dependent and the deﬁnition generalizes the spectral density function to treat correlatedbath conditions. Diagonal J nn ðxÞ describes spectral density of site
energy ﬂuctuations on site n, while J nm ðxÞ describes cross correlations between site energy ﬂuctuations on n and m. The lineshape
function at exciton basis considering general bath spectral density
functions J nm ðxÞ can be evaluated from Eq. (10) to obtain

n;m

ð12Þ

0

i

N
X

ðdissÞ
ab ðtÞ

ð8Þ

X
g ni g mi x2i dðx  xi Þ:

g abcd ðtÞ ¼



V; VðsÞ; rðtÞ  qeq
;
b

c

The time-correlation function in the integral depends on the
exciton–phonon couplings. In condensed phased systems, the
number of phonon modes coupled to the excitons is so large that
we should use spectral density functions to describe such interactions. Here we deﬁne general spectral density functions, J nm ðxÞ, as
coupling-weighted density of states:

J nm ðxÞ ¼



which can be evaluated to yield

r_ ðdissÞ
aa ðtÞ ¼



In Eq. (8), we have used the lineshape function gðtÞ deﬁned as

g abcd ðtÞ ¼

0

where

iðHph þHeph Þt
iðea eb Þt
rðcohÞ
 TrB eiðHph þHeph Þt qeq
 rab ð0Þ:
ab ðtÞ ¼ e
b e

t

dsTrB

ð13Þ

which can be evaluated exactly to yield the density matrix
elements:

Z

t



y
rðcohÞ ðtÞ ¼ TrB U 0 ðtÞrð0Þqeq
b U 0 ðtÞ ;

Rpd
ab ðtÞ

Z

N
X

x

2

coth



x

2kB T

c d
can cb
n c m c m  g nm ðtÞ:

½1  cosðxtÞ
ð11Þ

n;m

Therefore, after the spectral densities J nm ðxÞ are speciﬁed, the
lineshape functions can then be evaluated to calculate EET dynamics using the CMRT approach. We emphasize that this form of
lineshape functions treats correlated-bath effects therefore the formalism presented in this work is not limited to independent-bath
models.

F a ðtÞ ¼ eiðea 2kaaaa Þtgaaaa ðtÞ
and the perturbation induced dynamical term can be evaluated to
yield


X ab ðtÞ ¼ e½2ðgaabb ðtÞþikaabb tÞ  g€baab ðtÞ  ðg_ baaa ðtÞ  g_ ba;bb ðtÞ  2ikbabb Þ

ðg_ abaa ðtÞ  g_ abbb ðtÞ  2ikabbb Þ ;
where g abcd ðtÞ is the lineshape function deﬁned in Eq. (11), and AðtÞ
and FðtÞ are related to the absorption and emission lineshape,
respectively [4,28].
Dephasing (a – b; c ¼ a; d ¼ b):
The off-diagonal exciton–phonon couplings in the exciton basis
not only give rise to population transfer dynamics, they also induce
dephasing of the coherences. The dephasing term can be evaluated
to yield
ðdissÞ
ab ðtÞ

r_

!

X

1 X

¼
Rf a þ Rf b þ i  Im
Caf ;f a þ Cbf ;f b rab ðtÞ:
2 f
f
ð18Þ

The dephasing is related to the population transfer and the
imaginary part of the exciton–phonon coupling time-correlation
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functions. According to several numerical calculations, the imaginary terms have only minor effects on the EET dynamics. Thus,
for the simplicity of the formalism, we decided to drop the imaginary part in Eq. (18) in all the calculations presented in this work.
Moreover, according to Eq. (18), the rate of the population-transfer
induced dephasing is exactly half of that of the population transfer.
Hence, this model follows the standard 1=T 2 ¼ 1=2T 1 þ 1=T 2 relationship. Finally, we remark that this equation is in the secular
form and can be rewritten in a generalized Lindblad form [38],
therefore the positivity violation problem should be avoided.
2.3. Coherent modiﬁed Redﬁeld theory
Collecting the results in the previous section, we obtained a
quantum master equation from second-order cumulant expansion
and secular approximation:





r_ ab ðtÞ ¼ i ea  eb rab ðtÞ þ

Raf ðtÞrff ðtÞ  Rf a ðtÞraa ðtÞ

f

"
 dab 

X

Rpd
ab ðtÞ

þ

1 X
2

Rf a ðtÞ þ Rf b ðtÞ





#

rab ðtÞ:

ð19Þ

f

Eq. (19) is the main result of this work, and it is a direct extension of the original modiﬁed Redﬁeld theory to include coherence
dynamics. We therefore call it the coherent modiﬁed Redﬁeld
1

(b)

1
2

1
1
2

0.8

0.8

0.6

0.6

Population

Population

(a)

theory (CMRT). The CMRT has very clear physical interpretation
for each term. The ﬁrst term in Eq. (19) describes the coherent
dynamics driven by the pure excitonic Hamiltonian, the second
term is population transfer due to off-diagonal exciton–phonon
couplings in the exciton basis, and the last term represents the
dephasing of coherences, which includes both the pure dephasing
(determined by rate Rpd
ab ) and the population transfer induced
dephasing (determined by Rab ). In addition, the CMRT equation of
motion is non-Markovian. To go beyond the Markovian limit
adopted in the original modiﬁed Redﬁeld theory, we preserve the
time dependence of the Redﬁeld tensor. This master equation has
the same form as the traditional Redﬁeld equation, and is easy to
propagate and applicable to large multichromophoric systems.
Furthermore, the dephasing terms in CMRT in Eq. (19) clearly lead
to the same expression for absorption spectrum with lifetime
broadening effects proposed by Novoderenskin and van Grondelle
[4]. The inclusion of coherent dynamics in CMRT makes it possible
to directly include the inﬂuence of external ﬁelds in the simulation,
thus signiﬁcantly expands the applicability of the theory to problems to which the original modiﬁed Redﬁeld theory is not applicable, such as time-resolved spectroscopy and control problems.
Note that the secular approximation not only greatly simpliﬁes
the equation, it also enhances the stability and applicability of the
CMRT, as often found in similar second order approaches [39–41].
However, the secular approximation also neglects coherence
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Fig. 1. Comparisons of population dynamics between CMRT (solid lines) and QUAPI (dots) in the coherent regime with different system-bath coupling strengths. (a) c ¼ 0:2.
(b) c ¼ 0:5. (c) c ¼ 1 (d) c ¼ 2. Other parameters are: D=xc ¼ 0:5, J=xc ¼ 0:5, and bxc ¼ 1.
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dynamics such as population to coherence transfer, which could be
important in some systems [42,4]. Nevertheless, a full CMRT
approach can be achieved by removing the secular approximation,
however, as the approach is still perturbative it does not guarantee
to improve the results in all parameter regimes. Since our goal is to
develope an approximated theory that can be applied to study EET
in a complete photosynthetic supercomplex with hundreds of
chlorophylls, we believe the secular CMRT strikes the balance
between numerical efﬁciency and accuracy. The validity of the
secular approximation and the possible effects caused by the
coherence transfer are interesting issues worth thorough investigations, but these are beyond the scope of this work.
The CMRT approach adopts the same basis of the modiﬁed
Redﬁeld theory, therefore we expect it to have similar range of
applicability as the original modiﬁed Redﬁeld theory. The applicability of the modiﬁed Redﬁeld theory to determine population
transfer rates between exciton states beyond the traditional
Redﬁeld theory and Förster theory was already examined by Yang
and Fleming, and they concluded that the success of the modiﬁed
Redﬁeld theory is mostly due to its incorporation of multi-phonon
processes [27]. Moreover, recent studies have demonstrated
that modiﬁed Redﬁeld theory yields unphysical population
transfer rates at small electronic coupling and small energy gap,
because dynamical localization is not treated properly [28,4]. The
aim of this work is to extend the modiﬁed Redﬁeld theory to
include coherent dynamics, therefore a rigorous validation of its
1

3. Dynamics of a dimer system
To demonstrate the validity of the CMRT approach, we apply it
to calculate EET dynamics for a model dimer donor–acceptor system in a broad parameter regime. The dimer is described by the
electronic Hamiltonian in the site-representation using site excitations j1i and j2i as the basis:


HS ¼

(b)
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where sites 1 and 2 are the donor and acceptor, respectively. In addition, we assume site-independent baths and site-diagonal exciton–
phonon coupling represented by the super-Ohmic Debye spectral
density J 11 ðxÞ ¼ J 22 ðxÞ ¼ cx3 ex=xc =px2c , where c is the exciton–
phonon coupling strength and xc is the cut-off frequency of the bath;
and herein we do not consider cross-correlations, i.e. J 12 ðxÞ ¼ 0.
In Fig. 1, we show the population dynamics calculated from
CMRT for a dimer system with D=xc ¼ 0:5, J=xc ¼ 0:5, and
bxc ¼ 1 at different exciton–phonon coupling strengths, together
with the results calculated from the quasiadiabatic propagator
path integral method (QUAPI). QUAPI is a numerically exact
method based on the path integral approach to quantum dynamics,
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Fig. 2. Comparisons of population dynamics between CMRT (solid lines) and QUAPI (dots) in the incoherent regime. (a) c ¼ 0:2. (b) c ¼ 0:5. (c) c ¼ 1 (d) c ¼ 2. Other
parameters are: D=xc ¼ 2; J=xc ¼ 0:5, and bxc ¼ 1.
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and the QUAPI results used in this work are taken from Ref. [43]. At
weak exciton–phonon couplings (coherent regime), the CMRT correctly describes coherent dynamics to yield excellent results, with
only a minor frequency error that can be attributed to that the pure
excitonic exciton basis adopted in the CMRT formalism overestimates the energy gap between the two eigenstates. At stronger
exciton–phonon couplings, however, CMRT begins to deviate from
the exact result by overestimating the population transfer rates.
This occurs when the exciton-bath coupling is greater than the bias
between the two sites, again can be attributed to the problem of
the exciton basis. There, dynamical localization and polaron formation, which are neglected in CMRT, could signiﬁcantly inﬂuence the
EET dynamics [44–46,23]. The neglect of dynamical localization in
CMRT overestimates the delocalization of the eigenstates, and in
such large exciton–phonon coupling limit, the generalized Förster
theory is actually more appropriate [28,4]. Nevertheless, Fig. 1
shows that CMRT correctly captures coherent dynamics and
performs quite well at weak to intermediate exciton–phonon
couplings. In addition, the coherent to incoherent dynamical transition induced by increase of exciton–phonon coupling is correctly
described. Thus, we have successfully extended the modiﬁed
Redﬁeld theory to treat coherent EET dynamics.

Moreover, in Fig. 2 we show EET dynamics for a dimer in the incoherent regime (D=xc ¼ 2; J=xc ¼ 0:5, and bxc ¼ 1). Clearly, CMRT
yields excellent results at all exciton–phonon coupling strengths
for this system with large site-energy gap (D=J
1). In this case,
the excitons are quite localized, therefore the problem of overly
delocalized zeroth-order states does not exit. Generally speaking,
we conclude that the CMRT method yields excellent results at weak
exciton–phonon couplings and large site-energy gaps.
4. FMO dynamics
To further examine the effectiveness of using CMRT to simulate
photosynthetic EET, we apply it to calculate EET dynamics of a
model for the monomeric subunit of the Fenna–Matthews–Olson
(FMO) complex from green sulfur bacteria, and compare the results
with numerically exact simulation carried out by Ishizaki and
Fleming. The FMO complex is a photosynthetic complex with seven
bacteriachlorophyll chromophores (Fig. 3(a)). It functions as an
‘‘energy wire’’ to direct excitation energy from the light-harvesting
antenna to the reaction center [47]. Due to its small size and early
availability of crystal structure, the FMO complex has been studied
extensively and is an important model system in photosynthetic
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Fig. 3. Population dynamics of the FMO complex. (a) The pigment arrangements in the monomeric FMO complex (b) population dynamics simulated with CMRT (solid lines)
compared to the numerically exact hierarchy equation of motion approach (dashed lines). (c) CMRT (solid lines) vs. original modiﬁed Redﬁeld theory (dashed lines). The
original modiﬁed Redﬁeld equation can not handle site-localized initial conditions, therefore we select a different initial condition to reproduce the long-time dynamics. (d)
non-Markovian CMRT (solid lines) vs. Markovian CMRT (dashed lines).
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light harvesting [48]. In particular, in the past few years FMO has
become the prototypical model for theoretical simulations of photosynthetic systems.
We simulate EET dynamics following site 1 of the FMO complex
is excited using the parameters developed by Ishizaki and Fleming
at 77 K [49]. In Fig. 3(b), we compared the CMRT method to the
numerically exact reduced hierarchy equation of motion approach
[49]. Clearly, the main features of the coherent dynamics simulated
with CMRT coincide with the reduced hierarchy equation of motion
results. In particular, the population transfer rates and dephasing
rates are well reproduced, showing that CMRT provides excellent
results for EET in photosynthetic systems. The only noticeable discrepancy is the difference in the long-time equilibrium populations.
This discrepancy can be attributed to the exciton basis used in the
CMRT approach, because the basis neglects exciton–phonon coupling effects in the equilibrium states. Moreover, note that in the
reduced hierarchy equation of motion calculated performed by
Ishizaki et al., a high-temperature approximation in the long time
dynamics is used, which is also likely to contribute to the slippage
shown in Fig. 3(b). Given that CMRT requires much less computational resources, we expect the CMRT approach to be a useful
method for the investigation of EET dynamics in large photosynthetic systems. We remark that we present the dynamics using
the artiﬁcial initial condition in the site representation only to
emphasize the coherence effects, and the oscillatory coherences
in the site representation should not be directly compared to experimentally observed quantum beatings in the two-dimensional
electronic spectra.
Compared with the original modiﬁed Redﬁeld equation, the
most important feature of CMRT is the inclusion of coherence
dynamics. Shown as the dash-dotted lines in Fig. 3(c), the modiﬁed
Redﬁeld equation does not describe any coherent dynamics, leading to monotonically decay and rise dynamics for site populations.
The omission of coherences also leads to a slippage at the initial
population, because the site localized initial condition can not be
described by the modiﬁed Redﬁeld theory that considers exciton
populations only. This limitation actually restricts the applications
of modiﬁed Redﬁeld theory in many important problems. Instead,
CMRT (solid lines) successfully describes the oscillating feature of
the coherent dynamics, starting right from the site 1 initial state.
Additionally, we investigate the inﬂuence of non-Markovian
effects in Fig. 3(d). Markovian and Non-Markovian CMRT predict
similar dynamics in the FMO complex, in agreement with physical
intuition that in photosynthetic systems the bath correlation time
scales are much shorter than the system dynamics. We conclude
that while several approximations have been used to derive CMRT,
the approach still provides excellent results for photosynthetic systems. Therefore we have successfully extend the modiﬁed Redﬁeld
theory to provide an accurate, efﬁcient method for EET dynamics in
photosynthetic systems.
5. Conclusions
In this work, we apply the cumulant expansion approach to
extend the modiﬁed Redﬁeld theory to treat coherent dynamics
and to include correlated bath and non-Markovian effects. This
coherent modiﬁed Redﬁeld theory provides a general framework
to treat coherent EET dynamics with general initial conditions
and bath types for molecular systems, allowing reliable simulation
of spectrum and EET dynamics for photosynthetic systems. Notably, the CMRT equation of motion (Eq. (19)) can be casted in a generalized Lindblad form [50], therefore the positivity is conserved
and the non-Markovianity can be quantiﬁed [38,51].
We have demonstrated the applications of this new framework
to simulate EET dynamics in a simple two-site system and the FMO
complex. From the numerical calculations of EET dynamics in the

two-site system, we concluded that CMRT performs excellently
in a broad parameter regime investigated here. The exception is
that it gives over-estimated rate for systems with small site-energy
gaps under strong exciton–phonon couplings. In that case a combined Redﬁeld-Förster picture could remedy the problem
[32,52,30]. We have also applied the CMRT approach to simulate
the population dynamics in the FMO complex, and the results are
in excellent agreement with those calculated from the reduced
hierarchy equation of motion method. This comparison shows that
the CMRT approach is useful for modeling dynamics in light-harvesting complexes. Moreover, this approach accurately treats
coherent dynamics with various couplings while retaining high
computational efﬁciency, which is an advantage over many
numerically exact frameworks. Finally, we remark that this work
aims to present the derivation of the CMRT and the usefulness of
CMRT in describing coherent EET dynamics. A detailed study of
the applicable parameter regimes of the CMRT is beyond the scope
of this work and is a work in progress. The benchmark results will
be published elsewhere.
Note that although our discussions so far have focused on EET,
charge transfer processes can be described within essentially the
same framework. Therefore, we expect the coherent modiﬁed Redﬁeld theory to be a useful theory for coherent charge transfer processes. Thus we have successfully developed a simple yet powerful
framework for electronic dynamics and spectroscopy for molecular
systems.
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